
WHISPER ® 
SHEER SHADINGS
Styl ish ,  Versat i le  & Energy Eff ic ient
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Innovative and 
elegant, Whisper 
Sheer Shadings 
combine the look of 
shades and blinds into 
one unique design.
Whisper Sheer Shadings combine 
a series of tilting fabric vanes 
suspended between two layers of 
sheer fabric, offering the ultimate in 
light control and privacy.

WHISPER®

Sheer Shadings
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Simple, stylish and highly functional, 
Whisper Sheer Shadings diffuse light 
to a soft glow while allowing you to 
maintain your view. 



Secure Daytime Privacy
The view from the street is obscured 
during the day while retaining your 
view to the outside.

Enhances Natural Daylight 
Sheers disperse sunlight deep into the 
room, reducing the need for electric lights.

Child Safe Operation
Sheer Shadings offer innovative operating 
systems, with child-safe options for total 
peace of mind.

Variable Light Control
Sheer Shadings feature soft fabric vanes 
suspended between two sheer layers of 
fabric. Vanes tilt to achieve just the right 
amount of natural light and privacy.
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Room Darkening
Darkens the room 
whilst providing 
complete privacy 
without total darkness.

Translucent
Great day time 
visibility so you can 
still enjoy the outside 
view whilst diffusing 
the harsh outside light.

Opacity: Control 
Light & Privacy 
with Ease

Room Darkening

Translucent
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Vane Size
Each vane size offers 
its own aesthetic 
appeal-from the 
understated 50mm to 
the bold 65mm and 
75mm vane sizes.

50mm

65mm

75mm
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Open Vanes
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Tilted Vanes

Closed Vanes



Open Vanes - Light is gently 
filtered whilst maintaining the 
outside view.

Tilted Vanes - Light is further 
filtered providing some privacy.

Closed Vanes - Complete privacy 
without total room darkness.

Versatile Viewing Range
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Featuring colour coordinated hardware, the fabric is totally 
concealed in the Headrail when raised. Sheer Shades offer 
innovative operating systems, with child-safe options for total peace 
of mind.

SingleCord

Operating Options
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CordLoop

CordLoop
Continuous cord loop system to raise or lower shades.

SingleCord
Retractable pull cord operation that remains at the same 
length whenever the shade is raised or lowered.



AMP™ Motorisation

AMP™ MOTORISATION
AMP motorisation is designed to deliver next level innovation with 
a smart, seamless user interface offering convenient operation of 
your honeycomb or sheer shadings at the press of a button.   
– Low DC voltage with no electrician required to install. 

– Controlled via a 15 channel remote control, wall switch or APP 
using USB Bridge. 

– AMP™ USB Bridge allows bi-directional communication with 
shade position reporting & battery level status. 

– Voice control integration with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, 
Apple shortcuts and IFTTT. choice for Child Safety.
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Made from anti-static 100% polyester that aids 
in the resistance of dust, Whisper Sheer Fabrics 
are easy to clean and are available in a range of 
colours, vane sizes and opacities.

Fabric Collection
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Whisper Sheer Shades are easy 
to clean and are designed to be 
dust resistant. However, care 
must be taken to avoid wrinkling 
the fabric, particularly where the 
vanes meet the facings.

General Care (GC)
Dust with a feather duster, compressed air or a hair 
dryer set on cool.

Vacuum (VC)
Use a low suction, hand-held vacuum for more 
thorough dust removal.

UltraSonic (US)
Professional ultrasonic cleaning services are an 
effective means of cleaning translucent fabrics only.

FABRIC RANGE GC VC SC US

Ombrage, Translucent    

Nuage, Room Darkening    

Brilliance, Translucent    

Mystique, Room Darkening    

Care & Cleaning
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Contact Us:
WHISPER® SHADES 
C O L L E C T I O N


